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Being a responsible author, on the behalf of all authors;
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e)
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h)

Submitted article is the original work of author(s) and has never been published (except for taking part as an abstract);
It still has not been sent to any journal to be published and also it is not in the stage of evaluation;
All authors take part individually, they check the final stage of journal and confirm, also scientific, ethic, and legal responsibility
of journal is belonged to all authors;
Symrna Medical Journal is not responsible for content of journal including context, judgment, information, conclusion, and
comment;
I take all responsibility to transfer all rights about article from all authors of submitted article to Symrna Medical Editorship and I
take responsibility in the manner of commitments which are indicated in the form, for this reason I will take all responsibility
about all disagreements which are occurred and may occur;
There is not any right of publication belonged to other people on the article’s text, figure, and documents;
The text does not include any terms which may be subject to a case as a slander or illegal term and it does not infringe personal or
ownership rights;
I accept and contract to transfer all rights on the submitted article to Symrna Medical Journal Editorship to be used unlimitedly all
over the World by them.
[Publication rights include print, reproduction and distribution of this text and also microform, electronical form (online offline)
or other similar reproduction which may develop in the future. ]

In addition to these, author(s)’ or author(s)’ boss’
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Patent rights;
The rights that let authors use all of the article free of charge in their lecture and presentation or in the book they will write in the
future;
c) On condition not to sell, proprietary rights such as the right of reproduction for their own purpose, and the right of distribution in
the way of post/electronical are reserved.
[ It is necessary to cite journal in reproduction, exhibition, and while sharing with others. In the citation stage, Journal Name,
Article Name, Author(s)’ Name/Surname, Volume No, Number No, and Date should be given.]
As the responsible author, I take all responsibility and I assume that Symrna Medical Journal has no responsibility of third
person’s pretension and cases owing to the infringement of copyright. Moreover, I assume that in the article, there is not any crime factor or
illegal term, and I do not use any illegal material or method while researching, and I obtain all legal permission about work, and I act
ethically.
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